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What’s new in Premiere Elements 8?
Adobe has added an interesting mix of features
to its latest edition of Premiere Elements. Some
of these new tools will benefit the novice
– while some will even benefit the veteran user!
Some of these new features are less obvious
than others. Adobe claims, for instance, better
performance when working with larger photos
in your video editing projects.
Also, the Effects panel now displays thumbnail
previews of each effect applied to your selected
clip rather than simply displaying generic
previews of the effects.
But there are also a number of new tools and
features that will more obviously impact your
workflow.
More details on how these tools work and how
to use them can be found in The Muvipix.com
Guide to Premiere Elements 8, available on the
Muvipix products page.

The Organizer

The most visible change to version 8 is that the Organizer is no longer a subprogram of Premiere Elements and Photoshop Elements. It now lives as its own,
separate, pretty much independent program – behaving more than ever like its
professional big brother, Adobe Bridge.
This innovation resolves a long-time issue with the Organizer – the fact that the
Photoshop Elements Organizer was always much more powerful and versatile
than the Premiere Elements Organizer.
In version 8, both programs have equal access to a single, full-featured Organizer.
The Organizer also includes an Auto Analyzer feature, which operates as a
background process when the program is idle. The Auto Analyzer automatically
Smart Tags your media clips with metadata that can be used to search and filter
your files, and which also preps your files for use with new tools like Auto Enhance
and Motion Tracking.
The Organizer is accessible from both the Photoshop Elements and Premiere
Elements Welcome Screen, and it can be launched from the Organize tab of
either program.

Project media panel access

The Project panel, which lists all of the media currently loaded into your Premiere
Elements project, is now accessed through a button under the Organize tab
rather than under the Edit tab – a somewhat more intuitive access point for this
workspace.
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Dynamic editing through the Monitor panel

The Monitor panel in version 8 has become a more dynamic workspace for
adding clips to your timeline or sceneline.
When a clip is dragged onto the Monitor panel with the Shift key held down,
the program will offer a number of options for loading the clip to your project
– adding it to the end of the timeline or sceneline, slicing the current clip and
inserting it, placing it on a video track above, replacing the current clip, placing it
above and applying Videomerge or placing it as a resizable Picture-in-Picture.

Add transitions across multiple clips

A much appreciated addition to version 8 is the ability to add the Default
Transition to several in a single move.

Add effects across multiple clips

As with transitions, you can now add an effect to several clips on your timeline or
sceneline in a single move. Time Stretch and Fade In/Out can also be applied to
several clips at once.

Background Rendering

An exciting new feature in version 8 is the option to enable Background
Rendering.
Rendering is Premiere Elements’ process of creating DV footage from nonstandard video or video to which effects have been applied. As you know if
you’ve worked with similar video editing programs, non-rendered video can
significantly impact the performance of the program and your computer, and it is
usually necessary to render your video project as you work.
When Background Rendering is enabled, the program will automatically render
your video whenever it senses that the program is idle.

Improved audio assimilation

Version 7 was the first version of Premiere Elements to support the import of 5.1
stereo for AVCHD video. However, the project needed to be set up for 5.1 stereo
or the clips would be shifted to an upper video track. In version 8, the program
will accept any audio input on any video track.

Automatic quality enhancement

As clips are added to the timeline or sceneline, the program will offer you the
option of automatically enhancing the video – by changing contrast or brightness
and/or adding image stabilization.

InstantMovies and Themes

Adobe continues to develop its Themes and InstantMovie functions, tools for
automatically creating exciting mini-movies complete with special effects and
music.
Themes in version 8 can now not only be customized (by selecting which effects,
titles and music are added) but you can now control the intensity of the elements
added. (For instance, you can now control how quickly your movie cuts from clip
to clip. )
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Object Motion Tracking

A very cool feature added to version 8 is the new Object Tracking tool. Using Object
Tracking, you can select a person or an object on screen, and the program will
automatically track his, her or its movement in the frame throughout the scene.
You’ll then have the option of linking Clip Art (another version 8 addition), a title or
a Picture-in-Picture clip to the Object Tracking box, and the artwork will follow the
tracked object or person around the video frame!

The Effects Mask

Using the Effects Mask, you can designate a rectangular area on your video clip and
apply an effect to it. Similar in function, then, to the Rectangular Marquee Selection
Tool in Photoshop Elements, the tool allows you to apply an effect to one area of your
clip without affecting the rest of the clip. (In actuality, it creates a masked copy of your
video clip on Video 2, so that the original clip itself isn’t changed.)

Smart Mix

Smart Mix automatically keyframes your audio levels when you’re using multiple
audio tracks – according to the criteria you set – so that, say, your music level
automatically lowers while your narration is playing.

Smart Trim

With Smart Trim activated, new clips you add to your timeline or sceneline are
automatically analyzed for video quality (lighting, focus, etc. – based on criteria you
set). The program will then offer you the option of automatically deleting these lower
quality segments or letting you manually tweak and trim them.

Clip art

Premiere Elements 8 includes nearly 250 pieces of clip art (some of it even animated!)
which can be added to your video projects. These range from animals to cartoon
speech bubbles to clothing and hats.
Clip art can be overlayed onto a video (by dragging it onto the Monitor while it
is displaying the video you’d like to overlay). Once placed on a track overlaying a
video sequence, it can be independently resized and repositioned – by clicking and
dragging on its corner handles – or keyframed to follow the size and position of a
moving object.
Clip art can also be linked to a Motion Track so that it automatically follows a person
or object around your video frame.

New Share options

Finally, some interesting new Share options have been added in version 8.
In addition to options for outputting DV-AVIs, WMVs (Windows Media), MOVs
(Quicktime), FLVs (Flash) and MPEGs, the Personal Computer destination under
the Share tab now includes options for saving still images and sound files. Still
image outputs include presets for creating JPEGs, TIFs and Targa files of the frame
currently displayed in your Monitor as well as animated GIF files. (This Share option
has replaced the customizable settings previously available under the Freeze Frame
output button.) Presets allow you to output your stills in a number of sizes and pixel
aspect ratios and still formats, and your still picture is automatically de-interlaced
Under the Online destination, you’ll find options for sharing to YouTube or a personal
Web site (as with version 7). You’ll also find new options for sharing your video to
Photoshop.com and for posting a podcast to Podbean.
muvipix.com

